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scope of Tektronix' products. Technical articles
discuss what's new in circuit and component
design , measurement capability, and measurement technique .

100-MHz Portable Oscilloscope Packs
Digital Storage Power
The Tektronix 468 Digital Storage Oscilloscope
adds a new dimension to portable oscilloscope
performance . Viewing of pretrigger events, optional signal averaging and GPIB interfacing,
expanding and positioning of stored signals,
plus other new features give the 468 user new
measurement convenience and capability in a
familiar, easy-to-use format.

Automatic Distortion Analyzer Speeds

Cover: The 7854 with its Waveform Calculator
keyboard reduces complex waveform measurements to a few simple push-button operations.
Most common measurements are performed by
pressing a single push button. The WFM
PARAMETERS keys are present on both the

Distortion Measurements

scope and waveform calculator.

Distortion measurements are made in just a few
seconds , automatically, with the new Tektronix
AA 501 Distortion Analyzer. Teamed with the SG
505 Oscillator, the AA 501 provides state-of-the art noise and distortion specifications. Optional
intermodulation distortion (IMO) capability
makes the meaningful but difficult IMO measurements quickly and easily.
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Digital Waveform
Processing in a
High-Performance
7000-Series Oscilloscope

Tom Rousseau, project manager for the 7854
Oscilloscope, joined Tektronix in 1968 fo llowing
his graduation from Washington State University
in Pullman, Wash., with a bachelor 's degree in
physics.
Tom first worked with 7000-Series pro d uct
evaluation. He later designed 7000-Series plugins, including a series of vertical amplifiers, before moving to mainframe design and leading
the 7854 engineering team .
In his spare time , Tom enjoys hiking,
backpacking and what he describes as "ski
moun taineering," a combination of downhill and
cross -country skiing and mountain climbing. Ski
moun taineering has taken Tom - on skis - to and
from the summits of several mountains in the
Cascade Range.

The ne w Te ktroni x 78 54 Osei I loscope
g ives eng in ee rs a nd scie nti sts a
w ave form -measu r ing a nd p rocess ing
tool th a t s ig nifi ca ntl y s implifies scope
measu re m e nts . By co mbinin g th e features o f a hi gh-perfo rm a nce plug-in osc illoscope \.v ith a mi cro processor-base d
w aveform process in g computer, this
b e nch-top unit not onl y acquires and
di splays s ign a l inform a ti o n , it p ro vides
di g it a l s torage a nd quick, con ve ni ent
push-button solutio ns to co mplex m eas ure me nts . Th e 7854 thus imp ro ves
m eas ure m ent ti m e, acc uracy, a nd repea ta bility b y r educ in g or e liminatin g
op era tor involve m e nt in m a ny aspec ts of
the measure m e nt process (fi g ure 1) .
Begin with a versatile scope

Th e four-plu g- in 7000-Ser ies fo rm a t w as
selec ted as the found a tion fo r th e 7854
beca use it provid es m ax i mum fl exibility
in m ee t ing di verse user need s. Fourhundre d m ega h e rtz b a ndwidth and 500
pi cosecond/ di vis ion timin g provid e a
m a infra m e with minim a l s peed res t r iction s . Ava il a bility of more th a n 30 plugin s en a bl es u se rs to co nfi gu re th e ins trume nt to m ee t sp ec ific need s . Com'pa tible plug-ins in c lud e a mplifie rs w ith
10 mi cro vol t sens it iviti es o r rea l-tim e
b a ndwidth s up to 400 MH z (sa mplin g

units ex te nd th e ba ndwidth to 14
gigah er tz) . Spec trum a na lyze rs a nd
T DR plu g-ins arc a lso ava ila bl e.
Digital storage

Th e firs t level of e nh a nce me nt to th e
co n ve n t io na l oscill oscope is th e a ddition
of di git a l stora ge. Th e 7854 can s tore
2048 w a veform d a ta points, whi ch a re
user-confi gura bl e for s tor in g up to 16
w avefor m s (opti o ns ex te nd storage
ca pa bility to 5120 points a nd up to 40
w ave form s) .
By de pressin g a s in gle acquis ition key,
rea l- time w avefo r ms a r e s to red exactl y
as displ ayed . On ce s tored, waveform s
a r e presented as bri ght , cl ea n , nonfading
di s pl ays. As ma ny as e ig ht s to red
w avefor m s can be di spl aye d s imulta n eo us ly a nd co mp a red with rea l-tim e
wavefo rm s .
A key feat ure of th e 785 4 is the a bility
to perform s igna l averagin g . By us in g a
s impl e push-button seque nce, th e scope
a uto m a ti ca ll y perform s multiple a cquis iti o ns, averag in g each on e seque nti a lly
w ith th e acc umula tin g results , o n a
po in t- by- point b as is. Th e displ ay is continuo usly upd a ted with th e m os t r ecent
results, e na blin g users to ac tua lly see
w aveforms s h ed noise du r in g th e averag ing process (fi gure 2).

COMPUTATION

DECISION

ACQUISITION

A graduate of Rice University, Houston, Texas ,
with bachelors (1976) and master 's (1977) degrees in electrical engineering , Bill Cox de veloped the diagnostics and test system fo r the
7854 Oscilloscope.
Joining Te ktronix in 1977, Bill first worked with
the Microcomputer Development Products
group before moving to 7000-Series engineering. Currently he·s leading a design team that's
working on test diagnostics and ease of manufac ture for laboratory oscilloscopes.
Bill enjoys woodworking and rose gardening,
a hobby he shares with his wife Debbie, also a
Tektronix employee. The Coxes are recent firstp lace winners in the miniature-rose category of
the Tek 1980 Rose Show.

CONVENTIONAL
SCOPE

RELATIVE
TIME
REQUIRED
OF USER
WAVEFORM
PROCESSING
SCOPE

MEASUREMENT PROCESS
Fig. 1. The 7854 greatly reduces the time requ ired of the use r for the meas uremen t process.
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Fig. 2. The effects of signal averaging are shown
in this photo . The upper trace shows a noisecontaminated real-time waveform. The lower
trace shows the same waveform signal averaged
and expanded to 1 mV/ division .

Using a 7B87 Time Base plug-in, the
7854 can perform single-shot signal acquisitions as \Veil as store pretrigger
events. The maximum single-sweep
conversion rate is 2.5 microseconds
per point.
Simplified parameter measurements

•

Once waveforms are stored, common
parameters are easy to measure using
WFM PARAMETER commands. Single
push-button operations automatically
determine pertinent waveform
amplitude and time-related information
including maximum, peak-to-peak, and
RMS values, or rise time, frequency, and
pulse width. Even area-under-the-curve
type measurements such as area and energy are eas il y determined, with answers clearly displayed on the CRT.
Cursors (displayed as controllable
bright spots on the waveform trace) are
another measurement aid. Cursors are
used to point at , search for, or delimit
portions of a waveform for specific measurements, with their status being continuously updated and displayed on the
CRT (see figure 3).
Automated parameter measurements
of digital waveforms are more reliable
and accurate than those visually determined, because human interpretation of
the display is eliminated .

just a few waveform parameters. In the
7854 , particularly useful and powerful
WFM functions (figure 4) enable simple
push-button operations to process data
within a fraction ofa second, performing
tasks which previously required hours of
manual computation. In addition,
arithmetic commands applicable to
waveforms and numeric constants, such
as add, multiply, square root, log, and
absolute value - are provided . These
commands allow users to process
waveforms and constants individually,
or in combination, with the same ease as
operating a pocket calculator.
Programmability

In addition to offering simple keystroke
solutions to measurements, the 7854 has
commands that the user can program to
perform very specific measurement operations. Any of the commands (except
program control and edit) can be listed
in a particular order, to construct a program which automatically executes
each command . Programs can contain
up to 920 commands. Figure 5 illustrates
how to use this capability to compute
the area of an X-Y display.

General-purpose interface

An IEEE-488 standard digital interface
for programmable instrumentation
rounds out the expanded oscilloscope
features offered by the 7854. With the
7854 , the user can send digitized
waveform data, processed results, and
internally-stored programs over the bus .
In a systems environment, this capability is very useful for mass storage of data
and programs.
The 7854 also reads \vaveforms from
the bus. Once in the 7854's memory they
are treated exactly as any other
waveform. This feature allows users to
easily establish limits for comparative
waveform tests. Finally, the 7854 can
read programs and even commands
from the bus and execute them as if they
origin·ated from the 7854 's keyboard.
This capability is particularly useful for
manufacturing situations where general
text can be entered remotely and displayed for operators at a production line
location (figure 6) . In essence, GPIB
capability enables the 7854 to work in
harmon y with stimuli instruments to
provide benchtop ATE performance.

Vertical Zero
Reference in Divisions
from Center Screen

Vertical Scale
Factor of OPW

Horizontal Scale
Factor of OPW

Multiple Waveform
Display Numbers

Cursor
Coordinates

Y Register
of Stack

X Register
of Stack

Status
Information

Program Execution
Pointer Line Number

Extended waveform processing

To compute results , most scope users
frequently need more information than
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Fig. 3. The 7854 display contain s a wealth of information. Included in this display are operands,
results , and cursor coordinates .
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Fig. 4. The calcu lator keyboard shows convenient RPN operand-operator format. Pane l and key shad ing differences, plus three -letter
mnemonics help the user se lect commands and functions .

Operational arch itecture

The 7854 is a "friendly" instrument.
Conceived as an oscilloscope, it provides
all the familiar scope functions. What
makes it special however, is that it's
aided b y a microprocessor-based , onboard computer which greatly
simplifies measurements .
The 7854's operating controls enable
the user to take maximum advantage of
the added processing power. The basic
oscilloscope controls are familiar to any
laboratory scope user. Digital storage
and measurement keys are grouped together in the upper right-hand section of
the front panel , clearly separated from
the analog controls .
A detachable Waveform Calculator
keyboard duplicates the front-panel
measurement ke ys and provides additional waveform functions, calculations,

storage, keystroke programming, and
GPIB I/O commands.
The Waveform Calculator keyboard
uses the familiar Reverse Polish Notation (RPN) fixed-function format. Operation is similar to that of pocket calculators, except that the "numbers" are
replaced by "waveforms" during computations .
The push-button arrangement on the
Waveform Calculator ke yboard
minimizes hand motions and reversals
in direction. Panel shading and color
differences functionall y group commands, and ke ys are labeled \Vi th threecharacter mnemonics for quick
recognition.
The backbone of the RPN calculator
is its data register structure . In addition
to waveform registers, familiar stack
and constant registers are provided
(figure 7) .

Waveforms are recorded in terms of
vertical scale factor (VSCL), vertical
zero with respect to ground (VZR), horizontal scale factor (HSCL), and digitized
curve points. The number of digitized
points per waveform is selectable (128,
256, 512 or 1,024) so users can trade-off
resolution for the number of waveforms
stored. Cursor coordinates are stored in
a separate pair of registers.
As in other calculators, operation results go into the stack; however, as an
entire waveform would take up more
room than the stack could efficiently accommodate, onl y the waveform number
is put in the stack , as a pointer. Individual points are then fetched from
waveform memory as required. For user
convenience, ne\.v waveform data al\Va ys goes into waveform memory position 0 (and 1, when two waveforms are
digitized simultaneously) . In this way,
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Because calculations often require
several operations to be performed in
sequence on the same waveform
operand, the 7854's designers developed
an operational waveform' (OPW) concept to minimize button-pushing. The
OPW waveform is the waveform whose
number has appeared most recently in
the X-rcgister. It is displayed on-screen
to prevent having a blank screen during
computations. The operational
waveform also is the on ly waveform on
which the cursors are operational.
CONSTANT
REGISTERS

STACK

w
y

x

E+l/O

.

OPERATIONAL
WAVEFORM
NUMBER

Fig. 5. Top photo shows the computation of the
area of an X-Y display of two time -related
waveforms. The bottom photo is a display of the
program used to ach ieve the computation.

POINTS/WAVEFORM
128·1024

SCALING

CURVE
POINTS

* WITH OPTION 20
CURSOR
COORDINATES
VCRO
HCRD

Fig . 6. A display of typical general text information used to aid the operator during cal ibration.

Fig. 7. The 7854's data register structure is simi lar to a scientific calcu lator's, with stack registers
for operations and storage registers for constants and waveform data. Functions and com mands indicated by shaded areas are displayed.

Hardware description
users always know where newl yacquired waveforms are. Once an operation or acquisition is complete, the user
can transfer the resultant digitized
waveform to another memory for permanent storage.
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The 7854 hardware consists of two functional blocks: real-time oscilloscope and
waveform processor (figure 8). The
waveform processor includes the storage and displa y circuitry and the kernel,
or microcomputer.

The scope section, builds upon the
proven technologies and capabilities of
the 7834 and 7904 oscilloscopes. Several
changes were required to interface the
analog scope with the 'computer,' including a larger power supply, additional inputs and signal switching in the
vert ical and horizontal amplifiers, and
new contro l circuits . A new vertical
channel switch provides a fullbandwidth , high-fidelity s ignal source
for the digitizer. This hybrid IC utilizes
g igahertz technology to make a channe l
switch having two identical high-speed
differential output s igna ls.
The storage and display section consists of equiva lent-t im e samp lers, a
10-bit digitizer, and logic circuits which
control the flow and sequence of data
through memory and display. Trackancl-ho lcl samp lers are buffered prior to
the cligi tizer sw itch, which directs either
the vertica l or horizontal sample to the
digitizer. A 10-bit successiveapprox im ation digitizer, based on a
Tektronix-developed DI A converter IC,
delivers vertical binary information to
memory, using the horizontal binary
code as the address . During signal acquisition, plug-in scale factors are also
stored in ASCII format as' leaders' to the
waveform in memory (see "7854 Uses
Display-Oriented Random Sampling
Digitizing Technique").
The display circu its include vertical
and horizontal DI A converters buffered
to drive their respective real-time
amplifiers in the scope. The user can
se lect buffers for a dot display (actual
data points from memory) or vectors
consisting of linearly-connected clots.
ASCII-formatted text information is decoded into a 5 x 8 clot matrix format for
display.
The heart of the kernel is a TMS9900
microprocessor, which performs al l data
processing and controls the 7854. A 32
kilobyte ROM contains the operating
system firmware, with an additional 6
kilob y tes avai lab le for patches and other
enhancements. The operational memory
consists of an 8-kiloby te RAM partition ed as shown in figure 7. The
key board and GPIB interface are executed through the kernel.

REAL-TIME OSCILLOSCOPE
VERTICAL
CHANNEL
SWITCH

PLUG -IN
TIMEBASES

WAVEFORM
PROCESSOR

DIRECT
MEMORY
ACCESS
CONTROLLER

i
IEEE·488
BUS

DATA & ADDRESS BUS

RANDOM
ACCESS
MEMORY
8 KILOBYTES

REAL·
TIME
CLOCK

SYSTEM
CONTROL

/

s~ii'fG~

READ
ONLY
MEMORY
32 KILOBYTES

8 KILOBYTES
(Optional)

Fig . 8. Simplified block diagram of the 7854 . Digitizing and stored-display control circuits capture
and display waveforms acq uired by the real-time scope ; the processor computes waveform
parameters as commanded by the keyboard.

Designed for reliability

In a high-productivity in st rument like
the 7854 , reliability is an important factor. Equally important is testability
(ease ofrepair). Both h elp minimize
downtim e, th e reb y increas ing 7854
availability.
The original instrument s pecification
set a high MTBF (mean-time-betweenfailure) goal for the 7854 . Reaching the
MTBF goal was a major accomplishment as the 7854 has twice as many
parts as the 7904. Ste ps taken included
th e use of standard components with a
known reliability hi s tory and burn-in of
active components before assembly. Circuit power dissipation and internal instrument temperatures were minimized
b y using a high-effici ency power supply
and, wherever possibl e, low-power
Schottky logic circuits. Computer modeling and thermal profiling of prototypes identified problem areas and hot
spots early in the d eve lopment cycle.

Soldering-in most discrete compone nts further in creased reliability. Because soldering-in co mpone nts conflicted with testability concerns, the
final 7854 design required a trad e-off.
Most socketing for individual co mpone nts is e liminated, but card-cage const ruction usin g plu g- in, single-function
circuit boards maintains, and eve n
enhances, testability.
As a final s te p, eac h finished instrument receives a 200-hour active burn-in
to weed out infant mortality failures and
e ns ure users the most reliable product.
Designed for testability

The 7854's firmware includes a se lf-tes t
that's automatically invoked upon
power-up. If the test d e tects a failure,
front pan e l indica tors provide gen era l
information about the failure.
As mentioned prev iousl y, the 7854 has
separate analog and di gita l s ubsys te ms,
allowing easy probl e m iso lation and
troubleshooting access (figure 9). By

usin g such aids as an analog test card,
which simulates key functions of the di gital section, th e analog portion of the
7854 (except readout) is fully operation a l, even with all of the digital boards
removed.
In addition to the ca rd-cage, singl efunction circuit-board concept which allows iso lation of s pecific functional
modul es for tes t , other d esig n characteristics e nhance testability. These include the capability of e nablin g or di sa blin g h a rdware elements (such as
inte rrupt request ge nerators or DMA
c h a nn e ls) through both h a rdwa re
.iumpe rs and firmware co ntrol; generation of d ecHcated control signals for
sig na ture-a nalys is-based troubl eshootin g; a nd easy access to numerous test
points while circuit boards re main in th e
card cage .
A test co nn ector on th e mi croprocessor board gives th e optional 7854
Diag nost ic Test System access to all digi ta! bus signal lines. Part of 7854 memory space and some of th e hi ghes tpriority processor interrupt request
lin es are reserved for test sys tem use.
Diagnostic test system

The 7854 Diagnos tic Test System operates in conjunction with a di ag nostic
me mory board whi ch replaces th e
s tandard 7854 ROM board. An RS-232
ter minal allows user interac tion during
test in g.
Test sys te m firmw are co ns ists of
twenty--two commands, including autom at ic diagnost ics for digital boards ,
and various utiliti es to co ntrol and
monitor 7854 operation. The dia g nostic
sys tem is easy to u se. Fl ex ibl e co mmand
e.ntry and a " HELP" command aid users
unfamiliar with sys te m operation (figure 10). Th e system accepts free-form
input for both co mm ands and parameters, as well as unde rsta ndin g their twole tter a bbrev iations .
Di ag nost ic commands invo ke a series
of functional module tes ts organized
along di gital board bound aries. The syste m prints out th e nam es of th e function
und er test and makes a pass/fa il d ec ision
wherever possible, isolat in g th e fault to
the failing co mpone nt or co mpon ents
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The 7854 Uses
Display-Oriented
Random Sampling
Digitizing Technique
A major design criterion for the 7854
was compatibi li ty with the existing
li ne of 7000-Series plug-ins for both
ana log and digital storage operations. This means the 7854 can digitize signal input from any 7000Series plug-in.
The system developed for the 7854
uses a display-oriented random sampling digitizing technique. In a digi. ta II y stored waveform, each storage
locat ion corresponds to a horizontal
display coordinate, with the stored
va lue being the vertica l trace position
at that point. Th e trace on the display
screen is written by a single e lectron
beam, thus the deflection voltages at
a ny instant in time represent a
horizontal/vertical coord in ate pair.
In the 7854, the display screen is regarded as having 1024 vertical coordinates, with a choice of 128, 256 , 512,

o r 1024 horizontal coordinates .
When storage mode is se lected, vertical (Y) and horizontal (X) ana log
signa ls are routed to respective
sample-and-hold circuits . A freerunning clock contro ls the samp ling
operation. Schottky diode bridges
gate the X and Y va lues to the samp ler
hold capacitors, with both X and Y
va lues samp led simu ltaneously. The
unblanking signa l from the time base
is sampled at.the same time as the X
and Y signa ls. If the beam is on at
sample time, a data-valid pulse is
generated initiating a DMA request .
X and Y outputs of the sampleand -hold circ ui ts are mu! tiplexed to a
single successive-a pp roximat ion
10-bit digitizer, where they are digitized and latched. When DMAgrant is received , the Y va lue is written to the memory address 1·epre-

DIRECT
MEMORY
ACCESS
CONTROLLER

SAMPLE
CLOCK

sented by the X va lue, a long with a
flag marking the position filled. This
continues until 99 percent of a ll rea ltime displayed points are stored .
Remaining unfilled points are then
interpolated by the processor. Digitizing time for each va lue of X and Y
requires one microsecond, or a total
of two microseconds per X-Y coordinate. Transferring this data to memory takes another 1.5 microseconds
for an overall digitizing and storing
time of 3.5 microseconds per point.
For dual-trace acquisition, the
status of channel -switch control signals at samp le time determines the
proper memory location for storage
of the digitized sample .
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ROM MEMORY BOARD

GPIB OPTION

DIGITIZER LOGIC INTERFACE

RAM BOARD
DISPLAY BOARD

>SET Q£ffi
>DS 01

DISPLAY V 2.0
01 RT CLOCK FAILED-QOCK MISS!!'(;
02 RO ACQ fX1=I PASSED
03 Y-T:~D INTERACTICX'l PASSED
04 X-Y :~D/a..RD INTERACTICT'l
fHmD REGISTER ADDRESSES PASSED
B~

REGISTER ADDRESSES PASSED

05 CLRSCRS DSY CYCLE PASSED
06 a-mACTERS DSY CYCLE
El.RST moc : PASSED
8 KHZ moc : PASSED

07 Y-T DISPLAY
>SET LE
>DS

DISPLAY V 2 . 0
01 RT CLOCK FAILED---0...0CK MI SS!!'(;
SCCff LOY t 1
PRESS [ GOJ KEY TO EXIT

Fig. 11. Display board diagnostic test show ing
real -time clock failure and activation of scope
loop for troubleshooting .

standard waveforms and specialized
routines .
Acknowledgements

Fig. 9. The 7854's digital section. With the unit powered up, extender boards allow easy access for
test purposes.

7854

DI~TIC SYSTEJ1
C<X1'R'ID LIST:

B< [ mrn<PO ItfT J
CB [ CLEffi mrn<PO I tfT J
EX [ Em-1It£ t£M:Rf J
IXJ [CUP t£M:Rf J
GO [GOJ
1-£ [ 1-El...P <C<X1'R'ID l£NJ) J
LB [LIST IJ<PT. STATUSJ
RE [REGISTERS]
RO [Ra1 Cl-£0<Sl.J'1J
RS [Ra1 S/A J
ST [SELF TESTJ

067-0961-XX Cett"A"IDS:

BB [Rl=tl BATTERY ~J
CA Ca:t.I~TEJ
CL [CCMRQ L<X;ICJ
CR [CRIJ UTILITYJ
ix; CDIGITIZERJ
DS CD I SPLAY J
GP CGPIBJ
l'f' [l'f'U SIG. ~. J
RA [ Rl=t1 TESTJ
SE [SET ~ERSJ
TI [Rm.... Tit"£ CLOCKJ

Fig. 10. The command menu for the optional
7854 Diagnostic Test System.

(figure 11). The system also prints whatever data it has about a failure (example:
"06 CHARACTERS DISPLAY CYCLE
FAILED - ETX NOT RECOGNIZED")
and, whenever possible, the identity of
the failed component.
At this point, to isolate the fault within
the failing module or function indicated
by the diagnostics, the user may invoke a
backup stimulation routine, such as signature analysis or a scope troubleshooting loop. This scheme cuts service time
by using the comparatively slow manual
procedures of signature analysis or
scope loop troubleshooting only when
necessary and then only on the small
portion of circuitry indicated by the
diagnostics.
To make the calibration of both digital
and analog sections easier, the diagnostic test system includes a Calibration
Aids package consisting of several

While the 7854 project involved the efforts of dozens of people , the following
deserve special recognition for their significant contributions. Val Garuts conceived and developed the instrument
concept. The design team included: Les
Larson, digitizer; Jack Collins, sampler;
Jim Schlegel, Ellen Delaganes and Burt
Johnson , firmware; Wes Kosta , interface
and CRT circuits; Tim Holte, high speed
analog circuits ; Kirk Wimmer, power
supplies and memories; Gary Fladstol,
display and MPU circuits; Jim Tallman,
system architecture, testability and
training; and Mark Anderson and Ed
Wolf, mechanical design . The 7854 was
thoroughl y evaluated by Greg Rogers,
Ray Blohm, Mike Mraz , Roy Kaufman
and Jim Peterson . Norm Church helped
develop the ser:vice diagnostics, and
Clark Foley contributed many valuable
applications. Bettie Turnbull coordinated prototype and pilot builds and
Ernie Johnson and Bob Simpson
provided invaluable manufacturing
support. 1®·
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100 MHz Portable
Oscilloscope Packs
Digital Storage Power

Bruce Blair received his degree in mathematics
from the University of Nebraska in 1969, spent
four years in the Air Force as a computer
operator, and returned to Nebraska for his
M.S.E.E. {1975) . Joining Tek upon graduation,
Bruce contributed to the 761 20 Transient Digitizer design , then transferred to the portable
scope design group . His leisure-time activities
include gardening and radio -controlled
airplanes. He has a pilot's license.

Storage oscilloscopes, in which storage
takes place in the cathode ray tube
(CRT), are used in many app li cations.
Now, with low-cost semiconductor
memory available, it is possible to store
waveforms digitally and fulfill many of
these applications more efficientl y.
With digital storage, displays are crisp
and bright, viewing time is unlimited,
and the stored display can be expanded
and positioned vertically and horizontally. Multiple stored \.v aveforms and
real time wavefo.rms can be displa yed
together, and events occurring prior to
the trigger signa l can be stored and displayed . Further, the use of cursors, averaging techniques, and an accurate
time base c lock improves resolution and
accuracy.
Storage with a familiar face

The new Tektronix 468 Digital Storage
Oscilloscope is designed for applications
best served by an instrument that combines wide-bandwidth analog performance with digital storage, in a portable
format.
The widely used Tektronix 465B serves
as the basis for the 468 design. In the

Fig . 1. The 468 Digital Storage Oscilloscope . Analog operation is just like the 4658. Digital storage
controls are in the panel at the top of the instrument.
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nonstore mode, the 468 is a 100-MHz
conventional oscilloscope that has the
characteristics of, and operates just like,
the 465B.
The storage controls, labeled in terms
familiar to scope users, are located on a
small front panel extending across the
top of the instrument (figure 1). A digital
readout displays calibrated cursor measurements or the number of sweeps
se lected in the average and envelope
storage modes.
Some new capabilities

Most digital storage scopes have a
bandwidth in the hundreds of kilohertz,
which limits their range of application.
The 468 combines a 25-megahertz digitizer and sine-wave interpolator to
achieve a useful storage bandwidth of 10
megahertz. A linear, or pulse, interpolator is available for fast-rise signa ls.
Digital storage scopes designed prior
to the 468 have an inherent display problem with horizontal jitter that occurs
during multiple acquisitions of a signal.
Jitter of up to± 1/2 sample interval occurs because of the asynchronous relationship between the trigger signal and
sampl ing clock. In the 468, an ant i-jitter
circuit overcomes this problem. The
ti me interval between the occurrence of
s ignal trigger and the next sample clock
is measured, and a horizontal offset
equiva lent to this time interval is developed and applied to the horizontal
amplifier. The result allows the user to
view displays magnified up to JOO times
without excessive jitter.
Aliasing , the perception of a false
waveform, sometimes occurs in a digital
storage display when there aren't
enough dots to delineate the waveform.
The 468 permits two means of detecting
aliasing. Users can switch to the
nonstore mode to see if the input signa l
is higher in frequency then the apparent
stored display signal , or they can switch
to the envelope storage mode. In the envelope storage mode the 468 acquires,
the maximum and minimum amplitude
levels reached during each sample
period and presents them in a cumulative display (see figure 2).
The enve lope mode is a lso useful for
detecting g litch es . In the normal storage

NON
STORE

SAVE

SAVE

REF

mode, sampling frequency is set by the
TIME/DIV control to maintain 50 samples per division (for sweeps slower than
2 µsf division). At the slower sweep
speeds, the longer periods between samples limH the likelihood of acquiring a
glitch. In the envelope storage mode,
however, a 5 megahertz sample frequency is used for sweep speeds slower
than 20 µsf division. The user can select
the number of sweeps over which the
maximum and minimum points of the
waveform will be acquired . With these
conditions, the probability of acquiring
the glitch increases considerably. The
stored display shows only the time position and amplitude of the glitch. Knowing when the glitch occurs, the user can
use display and expansion to examine
the glitch in detail.

Fig. 2. Aliasing is quickly confirmed by switching
to the ENVELOPE mode. Solid lines at the top
and bottom indicate aliasing is occurring.

The cumulative nature of the envelope
mode makes it useful for other applications , such as finding intermittent pulses
in a pulse train, or viewing frequency
drift and amplitude modulation in
a signal.
The storage controls

An overview of the 468's storage functions can best be gained by a review of
the storage controls (figure 3) .
Two acquisition modes-NORM and
ENVELOPE- are standard. A third
mode-AVG-is available as an option .
In the NORMal mode, the 468 continually updates the display with ne\v
waveforms being acquired and·displayed each sweep. The ENVELOPE
mode is a repetitive mode in which the
signal is acquired over a selected

STORAGE

WINDOW

DISPlAY
RESPONSE

____r.:

CURSOR / ND. OF SWEEPS
PUSH:
CURSOR
SELECT

Fig. 3. The digital storage controls are clearly separated from the analog controls and are labeled
in terms easy to understand.

number of sweeps. Each data point of
the input waveform is compared to the
maximum and minimum values of the
same data point accumulated from previous sweeps. If the data point represents a new maximum or minimum
value for that data point, it replaces the
previously acquired value. Thus, the
display is an envelope showing the extremes traversed by the waveform during the selected number of sweeps. The
optional AVG mode is a repetitive mode
also, with the display representing the
average value for each data point over a
selected number of sweeps (2 to 256 in a
binary sequence). This mode is useful in
extracting signals masked by noise.
Two other storage modes - SAVE and
SAVE REF - provide for holding a display indefinitely to facilitate measurement and comparison. The SAVE mode
stops acquisition immediately in the
NORM or ENVELOPE (continuous
sweep) modes; however, it allows completion of the selected number of sweeps
in the AVG and selected-sweep ENVELOPE modes. The user can position
the stored display and expand it up to 10
times vertically and 100 times horizontally using the vertical attenuator and
time base controls.
In the SAVE REFerence mode, the 468
holds the display but continues acquisition in the selected storage mode. The
reference waveform is displayed in the
vertical position at which it was acquired, and will not be affected by any
front-panel control change other than
horizontal position.
The user may acquire waveform data
before or after the trigger by selecting
either the PRE TRIGger or POST TRIGger storage window. In the PRE TRIG
mode, the 468 stores approximately 8.75
divisions of signal occurring before the
trigger event. The B DLY'D horizontal
display mode can be used to position the
trigger point anywhere on -screen to
view data points occurring after the
trigger. In the POST TRIG mode, 1.25
divisions of pretrigger signal are stored
and displa yed, with the remainder of the
display showing events occurring after
the trigger.

In storage operation at sweep speeds
of 1 µs per division and faster, the display
is enhanced by the use of interpolators.
When the user views sine-wave signals, a
sine-wave interpolator inserts extra
points to allow viewing of frequencies up
to 10 MHz. The interpolator uses an opti rnized, windowed si~ x transfer function implemented in software . For signals with step functions, such as square
waves and pulses, the 468 achieves a
more accurate reproduction with linear
interpolation in which the data are connected by straight lines.
Two sets of digital cursors improve
accuracy and repeatability when making digital storage measurements. A
10-bit digital-to-analog converter provides a resolution of 1000 bits, or 0.1 percent, both vertically and horizontally.
The amplitude accuracy of ±3 percent is
determined by the analog circuitry.
However, the time base accuracy is
equivalent to the resolution, 0.1 percent.
The VOLTS, or amplitude, cursors are
displayed as two horizontal lines which
can be positioned by the CURSOR/NO.
OF SWEEPS control. The TIME cursor
appears as two bright dots on the
waveform trace, also positionable by the
cursor control. A 4-digit LED readout
displays the difference in time or
amplitude between the respective
cursors.
By depressing both the VOLTS and
TIME cursor push buttons, the user can
couple the cursors together- a convenience for some measurements. For
example, to accurately measure the
period of a ·sine wave, the time cursors
can be accurately positioned on successive peaks of the wavefonn by noting
when the LED readout (which is displaying amplitude) shows zero . Releasing
the VOLTS push button causes ·the readout to display the time between dots
which, in this instance, is the period of
the sine wave. The coupled mode is also
convenient for measuring rise time.
Besides displaying amplitude and
time, the LED readout can display the
number of sweeps selected in the envelope or average modes. It also displays
an error message should the 468 fail the
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Fig . 4. A simplified block diagram of th e 468's digital storage circ uitry. Se parate acquisi tion , processing , and display memories allow these
activities to take place simultaneously, thereby spee ding up the measurement process .

start-up diagnostic routine initiated
when the instrument is turned on .

Adding digital storage
The analog circuitry in the 468 is basicall y the time-proven circuitry used in
the 465B. Power supply capacity is increased to provide the PO\·v er required
for the digital circuitry, which resides on
four printed-circuit boards: three at the
rear of the instrument and one in back of
the storage control panel.
The digital storage function, controlled by an 8085 microprocessor, consists of three major subsystems: acquisition, processor, and displa y (figure 4).
Analog signals picked off at the vertical preamplifiers, along with position
information from the vertical position
controls, are routed to a channel switch
in the digital section. When the user
selects the store mode, the channel
switch passes the analog signal to the
25-megasamples-per-second, 8-bit
analog-to-digital converter. The digitiz-
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ingrate varies from 10 samples per second , at the 5 sec/division sweep speed, to
25 megasamples per second at sweep
speeds of 2 µs / division and faster.
The digital signal passes through the
envelope circuitry, which prefilters the
data in the envelope mode of operation,
and is stored in the acquisition memory.
At the end of each sweep, the data is
transferred to the scratch memory,
where the processor performs interpolation, averaging, and envelope accumulation. Storing in scratch me mory allows
acquisition and display to proceed while
processing takes place. Two 512-bit or
four 256-bit waveforms can be stored in
the 1-k RAM scratch memory. The processed waveform data are then transferred to the 1-k display RAM to a\.v ait
conve rsion to analog signals for display.
The digital time base , sweep-jittercorrection circuitry, and acquisitionmemory control are also part of the acquisition system. The time base generates the sample clock and other clocks

needed for the storage and display functions. The A and B GATE signals from the
analog section serve as the trigger source
for the digital section.
The display system

When the user selects the store mode , the
analog portion of the 468 continues to
function normally, with the exception
that signals from the digital storage section now drive the X, Y, and Z amplifiers.
The vertical amplifier switches to the
trigger view mode, as the trigger vievv
port serves as the stored waveform input
during store operation. The analog
sweep and Z-axis currents are shunted to
ground, and their stored counterparts
are inserted into the X and Z amplifiers.
The microprocessor loads the display
memory from the scratch memory. After
setting up the display gain and position
controls, a start signal, sent from the microprocessor to the display controller,
begins the displa y function. The 250 kHz
display clock is enabled and data is

clocked from the display and dot
memories to the vertical DAC, filter, and
output circuits . The CRT beam is turned
on and the horizontal display ramp is
enabled. As discussed earlier, an offset
current from the jitter-correction circuitry determines the starting point of
the ramp. Horizontal cursor positions,
displayed as two intensified dots on the
trace, are derived from the dot memory.
The microprocessor computes the time
between cursors, and outputs appropriate drive signals to the 7-segment
LED readout.
Several steps are involved in the vertical display activity. A 10-bit digital-toanalog converter (DAC) converts data
from the display memory to an analog
signal. The signal then passes through a
series of stages which provide positioning for SAVE mode and magnify the vertical component. A sample-and-hold circuit and low-pass filter remove glitches
generated by the conversion process and
smooth the signal before it passes to the
vertical channel switch for display. The
vertical cursors reside in registers and,
along with data from the display memory, are multiplexed into the DAC on
alternate sweeps.
Much of the 468 design effort focused
on minimizing the deviation from conventional scope operation. This involved
limiting the number of "store only" controls. The methods used to magnify and
position the display in the SAVE mode
typify these efforts. An extra set of contacts on the vertical-attenuator switches
and a programmable-gain amplifier
allow the user to increase the amplitude
of the displayed waveform without
adding a new control.
Likewise, the vertical position controls used for nonstored signals can also
position the saved waveform. Figure 5
shows a simplified block diagram of the
circuitry that accomplishes this double
function. In nonSAVE store operation,
the 468 stores a position value during
signal acquisition. A feedback signal,
generated by the successiveapproximation register and DAC, keep
the input of the comparator at zero volts.
This value is an element in the data
stored in the display memory.
Selecting the SAVE mode stops the

TO
ACQUISITION .
SYSTEM

VERTICAL
POSITION

SUCCESSIVE
APPROXIMATION
REGISTER

TO
DISPLAY ...---~--•
SYSTEM

DIG ITAL·TO·ANALOG
CONVERTER

-v

Fig . 5. A simplified block diagram of the stored-waveform positioning circuitry. During normal
storage, the comparator input is kept at zero volts by feedback from the DAC . During SAVE
storage , digital-to-analog conversions stop and the input to the comparator tracks the vertical
position contro l setting.

DI A conversions. The voltage at the
input to the comparator, and hence vertical position, then tracks the position
control setting .
Options expand capability

A number of options are available to enable users to configure the 468 to their
particular application. For those working with low-level signals, the signalaveraging option improves measurement accuracy by reducing displayed
noise. A GPIB option provides access to
the digitized signal for data logging or
further processing via the IEEE-488
interface bus. Another option provides
sync-separator circuitry for triggering
on a television signal.
Serviceability is enhanced by an optional service ROM that provides service
and signature-analysis routines for verifying and troubleshooting the digital
portion of the instrument .
Summary

The 468 provides the benefits of digital
storage while maintaining the conventional measurement capability and operating ease of the industry-standard
465B. Many of the shortcomings of earlier digital storage instruments, such as
limited bandwidth, trace jitter, and

aliasing are overcome in the 468. New
capabilities, such as viewing of pretrigger events, extracting signals from noise
through signal averaging (optional), and
logging of signal data via the GPIB (also
optional) make the 468 one of the most
versatile portable oscilloscopes available today.
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Automatic Distortion
Analyzer Speeds
Distortion Measurements
Traditionally, dis tortion an a lysis required seve ral minutes of a skilled
operator's time, performing many steps,
just to ge t a single m easureme nt. Now,
the new Te ktroni x AA 501, at th e touch of
a button , returns a valid distortion m easure m e nt in just five to seve n seconds.
What is distortion?

Bruce Hofer was both project manager and a
contributing engineer for the AA 501 Distortion
Analyzer and SG 505 Oscillator. He first came to
Tektronix in 1969 as a summer student prior to
rece iving his B. S.E. E. from Oregon State University. Bruce worked on the design of several
7000-Series time bases before joining the
TM 500 group. He has three patents (with
three more pending) and is author of a paper
on oscillator design .
Bruce devotes most of his leisure time to his
family (a wife and two daughters, ages one and
three). He also enjoys playing the organ and
listening to fine music.

Distortion is a measure of signal impurity. It is basically any undesirable element or change.in a signal. Th ere are
many forms of distortion; however, the
most common ones add components not
contained in the original signal.
The human ear has the ability to detect very small levels of distortion. For
example, under favorabl e conditions ,
distortion levels of 0.1to0 .2 p ercent are
d et ectable by most people. Some claim
even greater acuity.
A typical e lectronically-processed
audio signal must pass through many
stages of amplification , detection , and
filtering before reaching the ear. Because
distortions from each stage are cumulative, it is not uncommon to require individual stage distortion levels of less than
0.01 pe rcent to ensure overall quality.
The AA 501 Distortion Analyzer and

SG 505 Sig nal Generator combination
can measure signal impurity to less than
0.0025 pe rcent , or on e part in 40,000.
This extre mely sm a ll level of distortion
is equivalent to th e sound of gentl y rustling leaves on a qui et da y compared to a
loud rock band measured at th e same
distance . The SG 505 itself contains less
than 0.0008 percent (eight parts pe r million) signal impurity and is the lowestguaranteed-distortion continuouslytunabl e oscillator available
commercially.
How is distortion measured?

The basic approach to m easuring distortion is to filter out th e desired components of a signal and measure the remainder expressed as a perce ntage of the
original level. For example, when making a total-harmonic-distortion plus
noise (THO + N) measure me nt (see figure 2), the operator uses a fin ely-tuned
notch filte r to null out the fundam e ntal
and then measures the remaining harmonics (caused b y distortion and noise)
with a wideband voltmeter.
Figure 3 shm-vs th e basic block diagram of th e AA 501. A true differe ntial
front end , consisting of attentuators and

Fig. 1. The new TM 500 AA 501 Distortion Analyzer and SG 505 Osci ll ator make complex
distortion measurements easy.
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Fig. 2. Three types of distortion and the ap.
proach used to measure them are depicted in this
drawing .

buffer amplifiers, minimizes the effects
of ground loops and common-mode signals. The input circuitry accommodates
signal amplitudes from less than 60
millivolts to 200 volts.
Automatic attenuator selection keeps
the preamplifier signal output within a
10 dB-level window. The automatic gain
control (ACG) circuitry subsequently
processes this signal to a constant
amplitude, which becomes the 100 percent distortion reference level or set
leve l.
The signal the n passes through an
e laborate, automatic-tracking notch filter, which re moves th e fundamental
component. Tuning is accomplished in
bands, using light-dependent resistors
(LDRs) as the variable elements , to
minimize distortion and noise contribution. Few compet itive distortion analyzers offer the degree of a utomatic tuning
the AA 501 affords. Many units require
the operator to tune the instrument's
notch filter to within several percent of
the signal frequency b efore automatic
fin e tuning takes over. In comparison,
the AA 501 doesn't even have a tuning
control.
From the notch filter, the resultant
dis tortion signal is am plified , filtered to

Fig . 3. Basic block diagram of the AA 501 Distortion Ana lyzer.

restrict t h e measure ment b an d w1'dth ('f
1
desired) , and detected for measurement'.
The AA 501 provides both average and
true RMS types of detection. Although
true RMS is the more accurate of the two
for the usually-nonsinusoidal distortion
waveform, many applications require
the more-traditional average response.
Average response typically gives a one to
two dB lower reading than true RMS.
The AA 501 is unique among distortion
analyzers because it provides two forms
of display. Accurate measure ments are
taken from a 3Y2-digit display with measurement units displayed separately.
Analyzers which use meters as the display often confront the operator with
several scales, introducing the possibility of errors. However, they offer an advantage over digital displays in their
ability to convey rate or trend if the signal is unstable or changing. The AA 501
uses an analog bar graph display to con- ·
vey rate of change information. The tensegment display is e nergized logarithmicall y, with each fully-illuminated
segment representing about2 .5 dB. Intensity modulation of the segments
creates the illusion of a moving indicator, making level changes of less than
0.5 dB readily detectable, The bar graph
is extremely useful for nulling or peaking applications, such as amplifiercrossover-distortion adjustment or
function-generator calibration.

IM d1"stortion capability

The AA 501 features an optional intermodulation distortion (IMD) capability
conforming to SMPTE(1), DIN(2), CCIP 3 >
standards. This option makes IMD measurements as automatic as harmonic
distortion measure me nts.
SMPTE IMD is th e degree of
amplitude modulation of a re latively
high frequency tone caused by th e presence of a re lative ly low frequency tone.
Th e DIN standard measure me nt is similar to SMPTE but uses slightly different
freque ncies. CCIF differe nce IMD is the
generation of relative ly 10\v-frequency,
even-order components caused b y the
presence of two closely-spaced, equalamplitude, high-frequency tones .
Th e AA 501 senses the frequency components of the applied test signal, automaticall y determines which form of
IMD is being meas ured, and se lects th e
appropriate filter circuitry.
.
Figure 4 shows the simplified block diagram of the AA 501 operating in the IMD
mode. For clarity, man y of th e blocks
shown in figure 3 have been omitted.
Measuring SMPTE IMD is basicall y a
process of AM demodulation, to quantify
th e amount of sideband energy at sum
and differe nce related frequencies (see
figure 2). From the input buffers·a nd
1

Society of Mot ion Picture and Te levi sion
Engineers , Standard No . TH 22.51.
2
Deutsches Inst itute fo r Normung e V, No . 45403
Blatt 3 and 4, January, 1975.
3
International Te lephone Consulta tive
Committee .
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The AA 501 is a state-of-the-art , full yautomatic distortion analyzer. Reference level setting, meter range selecting,
frequenc y range selecting , and nulling
are all performed automatically, with no
sacrifice to measurement accuracy. And
the AA 501 reduces measurement time
from minutes to seconds.
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Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram of the AA 501 with the IMD option installed. Some of the basic
blocks from figure 3 are omitted for clarity.

preamplifiers, the signal passes through
a very sharp rolloff high-pass filter to
re move the low-frequency-tone portion
of the test signal. The resultant signal is
then leveled to a known 100 percent reference voltage and demodulated for AM
content. As the test signal amplitude
ratio can vary from 1: 1 to as much as 5: 1,
the IMO AGC circuit must have more
range than the one used for THO
analysis. The multiple high-frequency
tones generated b y the demodulation
process are removed by the final lowpass filter stage.
Measuring CCIF difference frequency
distortion is a very straightforward process . The input signal, after leveling by
the same AGC circuit used for the THO
measurements, passes through two very
sharp rolloff low-pass filters. These filters remove the two closel y-spaced high
frequenc y tones of the test signal , allO\.ving only the difference frequency components (which would be less than 11 Hz)
to be measured.

A wide range voltmeter

Quite often a user needs to measure absolute signal level. In the LEVEL operating mode, the AA 501 functions as an
autoranging voltmeter covering a range
of 200 microvolts to 200 volts full scale.
Signals as small as several microvolts
(the input stage residual noise) can be
measured on the 200 microvolts range,
with 0.1 microvolt resolution (this is
about 1000 times the sensitivity of a general purpose digital multimeter).
Additionally, the AA 501 can display
the results in volts, dBm (600!1), or dB
ratio. The dB RATIO mode is useful for
directly measuring gain, frequenc y response, or signal-to-noise ratios.
Momentarily pressing the PUSH TO
SET OdB REF button forces the display
to read O.OdB, which becomes the reference level for all subsequent measurements. With this feature, it is possible to
measure ratios greater than 150 dB , conveniently and acCtirately.
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